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Community Annoucements
The Bible Division invites senior MDiv and MA students to submit papers

edu

In competition for the Bruce and Milton prizes in New Testament and Old
Testament study. All papers must be submitted to Professor Henrich, the

651. 641. 3260

division chair, by April 15. Papers written for classes or as independent research

Editors

projects are welcome. The range of length is normally from 10-25 pages. The
following is the list of criteria by which papers are evaluated:

Daniel Lee
Andy O. Nelson
Andrew A. Plocher

Argument or Thesis

Meganl Thorvilson

0Engagement with Primary and Secondary Sources
Clarity of Presentation

The

Concord

Use of Primary Languages

is

a

monthly

publication prepared by students
at Luther
Seminary, 2481 ComoAve.,

St.

Paul,

and

reflects

of

Luther

no

Minn.
official

Correct use of Citation and Bibliography ( We recommend Shortcuts.)
Creativity

55108
position '

Seminary

0

or

the

Papers will be read " blind" by two professors in each field; papers should not

include the author's name in a heading or footer.

Evangelical Lutheran Church in
America ( ELCA). The Concord

is distributed in an electronic
format. © 2004- 2005,
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the publisher, Luther Seminary.
Q uestions

and comments maY be

directed to the Managing
g g Editor
at( 651) 641- 3260.
Readers

to

are

interact with

encouraged

The

Concord

in a variety of ways. Articles
and ` Letters to the Editor' are

welcomed, as are less formal
responses

our

All

include

should

name,

if

offered

website.

telephone

through

submissions
the

author' s

number

and,
W

applicable,

classstanding.
Submissions should be receivedN

in our mailbox in the Olson
Campus

Center ( 701),

at

our

office, Gullixson 10, or by email.

The Editors reserve the right;!
to publish, edit, or disregard all
submissions.
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From

DeskBy Andy Nelson

Editors'

the

Co- Editor - The Concord

Fellow Seminarians,

It has been nearly five months since the first publication of the Concord ' 04- 105. We now have five issues behind us,
with several more scheduled to appear this spring. Because two of the editors are currently in CPE, we are currently
doing some reflecting on how the year has progressed. For some time our editorial staff has been operating on the
principle that no news is good news. Namely, since no one is complaining to us about the job we are doing, we must

be doing okay. Recently, however, I have begun to wonder about the way things have been going. What service, if any,
Other than some mild entertainment and the occasional tasty recipe, does the Concord
in fact do anything to forward the discourse of this community? These are difficult questions to ask, especially as one
invested in this paper, but I am willing to ask them now and I hope that you are willing to ask them as well.
are we

providing

this

campus?

When we began last fall, this year's editors had high hopes for the quality of discourse that would be mediated by this
small publication. While we have been very pleased with all those who have made the effort to voice their thoughts

in our pages, I can't escape the feeling that we have mostly been presiding over a series of monologuesa soap- box
forum— rather

than

a conversation.

Rarely, for example, do the ideas expressed in the Concord generate a response

deemed worthy to share with the rest of the community. To recall this year's first editorial, whatever reactions have
been generated by the efforts of our contributors are being confined to the lunch table and the dorm room.
Thus far we have conceived of the Concord less as a means of relating information than as a forum for public
discourse—

a place

for

the public

testing

of

ideas— as well as a place to find a laugh in the midst of hectic life. Given

the seeming lack of " testing" that has occurred as a result, we are confronted by the fact that we have either poorly
executed our conceived purpose or are simply mistaken in our basic assumptions about the function of the Concord.
In light

of

do

think

you

like
us a

to

this,

we would

to put the

be

doing?
differently?

we should

see us proceed

letter ( you don' t

like

even

have

Does

We

question

to

you.

What kind
the

our conception of

are open to

to edit out the

bad

receiving

words).

of

job have

Concord' s

your

been

we

purpose

fit

doing?

What kind of job

with yours?

feedback in any form.

How would you

Send us an email or write

Write us an article to be published or compose a song or

a poem. Create a work of art, choreograph an interpretive dance. However you choose to do it, please let us know

what you think! We're waiting...

By Megan Thorvilson

iJnheal thy Shepherds
In

a recent

New York Times

potato can see the

bulging

and Daniel Lee
Co- Editors - The Concord

editorial entitled "

bellies

and

chunky

Fatties

arms of

on

the

Football Field," the author contends that " any couch

many linemen

on

television."

He bases his argument on the

latest study in The Journal of American Medical Association, which determined that according to the body mass index,
more than

25%

of

NFL

players are

severely

obese and

3%

are morbidly obese. The author is quick to point out that

the body mass index does not differentiate muscle weight from fat weight, but he does raise an interesting question.
Do we as Americans have an increased tolerance for obesity?
After

all,"

America is

a

land

of conveniences."'

In her book The Rioht Road– Life Choicesfor Clergy, Dr. Gwen Wagstrom

Halaas highlights her concern for our diminished level of physical activity. In our land of conveniences, we ride to
line. Our sedentary lifestyles leave us with less than
take the
eat delivered pizza,
shop
sedentary weights. Writing the travel account of his journey across the Appalachian Trail, A Wlalk in the W10ods, author

work,

Bill Bryson' s

Bryson, I

and even

elevator,

musings

walked

the

put this

same

critical

distance

lack

that the

on-

activity into perspective.
average American walks in a
of

Every twenty minutes on the trail, writes
week.

From the Editors' Desk
The 1999- 2002 National Health
and women were

obese,

a

and

doubling

Nutrition Evaluation
of

obesity

Survey ( NHANES)

determined

that

NHANES II ( 1976- 1980).

prevalence since

31%

of US adult men

As church leaders, we

have a reputation of contributing to this startling statistic. In 2004, the ELCA board of pensions conducted a health
risk assessment of clergy and seminarians through the Mayo Clinic. Of 4,483 people assessed, their results showed
that the

top

three most prevalent medical risk

31. 9%).

Consequently,

20. 4%).

The top four

52. 1%),

and

stress (

the

top

factors

are weight (

two medications prescribed are

most prevalent

lifestyle

risk

factors

65%),

cholesterol ( 32. 2%),

for high blood

are exercise (

and high blood pressure

pressure ( 24. 0%)

64. 6%),

32. 3%).

and high cholesterol

dietary fat (55.50/o), fruits/ vegetables

In response to their assessment, the Board of Pensions made the following statement,
the focus of the ELCA Healthy Leaders Enhance Lives initiative in 2005 is increased activity and decreased caloric intake."

Obviously, there

are no

easy

answers to the question, "

Where do

we go

from here?"

For its part, Luther Seminary

has implemented many services designed to help students develop healthy lifestyles. Student activity groups, healthy

leader initiatives, a free 24- hour workout facility, paid trainers available during set hours or by appointment, yoga

classes, dietary counseling, emotional counseling, spiritual counseling and a campus nurse, are all excellent and needed

aids towards building healthier leaders.

On the other hand, the enticement to abuse one's body also abounds at Luther. Despite the efforts by Dining Services

towards developing healthy entree options, the one consistently available meal at Luther is a cheeseburger and fries.

Martin's Grill, though
it may be convenient and obviously popular, is certainly not aiding members of our community
for health.

in

their struggle

Follow the cafeteria line down just three steps from the searing grill, and you shall find

a lovely assortment of highly-caloric cheesecakes, pies, and cookies. Slap two packets of mayo on your double meat

patties with fries, take intake.'
a long sip of cola, polish off your desert, and you've likely ingested three-fourths of your daily

recommended calorie

As blatantly detrimental as this meal may look, the systemic nature of unhealthy living

is not so easily identified.

Some critics of Luther's unhealthy student body will be quick to visually conclude that by in large, we are not curbing

the unhealthy trends of the ELCA, but rather contributing to them. However, this is an all too superficial analysis.

Far more troublesome is physical and emotional unhealthiness which is not obvious to the naked eye. High blood
pressure, clogging arteries, painfully overburdened joints and organs, bulimia, anorexia, and malnutrition are just some

of the damaging examples. Let it be made perfectly clear that students whose clothes no longer fit, are not alone in

their struggle to find healthy balance. Some individuals are genetically, emotionally, and habitually better equipped to
find this balance, while others are simply better at hiding their deficiency.
For

all

the

faults

and

foibles

of

the

ELCA in this

day

and age,

imagine

the

Church in twenty- years—

declining clergy,

massive
early retirement, and financial bleeding from the exorbitant insurance bills of ailing, unhealthy pastors. We
all need to do better, dear friends.
z

The Right Road, Life Choices for Clergy by Gwen Wagstrom Halaas, MD

Assuming, of course that you also achieve your suggested amount of physical activity for the day.
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MoneyMatters
Spending Habits

Have Moral Implications

By Allison K. Schmitt
M. A. Junior

Some years ago I worked with a woman whose husband was a sheriff's deputy. It was his job to deal with people

when they were being less than model citizens. One day at work the conversation turned to public assistance. A
welfare opponent, she told the story about a call to which her husband had once responded. A couple had cashed
their welfare check, she said, spent it all at the municipal liquor store, locked their kids in a bedroom and went on a
bender.

Knowing the woman's penchant for exaggeration, I questioned the story's reliability. Even so, I think it illustrates a
common perception of public assistance recipients that warrants discussion.

The parents' behavior is reprehensible for a host of reasons, not least of which is their irresponsible spending.

There's nothing wrong with them using a portion of the money for their enjoyment. But the total neglect of the
children' s needs is almost incomprehensible. Most people would
say it is a parent' s fundamental— even moral— duty
to provide food, clothing, medical care, school supplies, college savings funds and such for their children who,
because of their age, are unable to work and provide for themselves.

Theoretically, since children are considered in determining the amount of assistance a family receives, part of the
money is " theirs." But the check is given to the adults in the good faith that they will spend it more prudently than,
and in the interest of, the children. The final outrage is that those people hadn't even worked for that money.
Budgets

are moral

documents," says Sojourners magazine founder Jim Wallis. Budgets " reflect the values and

priorities of a family, church, organization, city, state or nation. They tell us what is most important and valued to
those making the budget."
In this case, the parents made their values and priorities all too clear. Decisions were made not in the interests of the

most vulnerable members of their family but to fulfill the parents' own agenda. Their budget choices were anything
but moral. You might be surprised that these words are coming from a dyed-in-the-wool liberal. I have no problem
calling such behavior immoral.
But what I do have a problem with is those on the other side of the political aisle who would vehemently criticize

the parents' unmoral economic policy and refuse to apply the same standard to the Bush administration.
Last month, Pres. George W. Bush presented a $ 2.6 trillion budget for the coming fiscal year. One large and

noteworthy expense is his proposal for$ 2.45 trillion in tax cuts over the next 10 years. According to the Center for
Budget Policy and Priorities, 72 percent of the tax cuts benefit the wealthiest one- fifth and five percent benefits the
poorest two- fifths of Americans.

Bush's plan includes a nearly five percent increase in military spending, which, at$ 420 billion, is more than the rest
of the world combined spends on its military. That figure includes nearly $ 11 billion for a missile defense system,
which so far is inoperable and is intended to allow the United States to pre-emptively strike other nations with

impunity. And although money will surely be spent on the Afghanistan and Iraq wars in the coming year, it is not
accounted

for in

the

nearly half-trillion dollar

request.

MoneyMatters
On the other hand, the president did not increase every account. His proposal to slash some $214 billion
from the budget over the next five years would cut or eliminate more than 150 domestic programs. Affected

programs include education, environmental protection, transportation, veterans' health care, medical research, law

enforcement, and food and drug safety inspection.

He further proposes to cut$ 500 million over five years from the food stamp program by making 300,000 people
now on

its

roles

ineligible. He

calls

for

a

10- year,

$

45 billion reduction in Medicaid, which provides health care for

low-income and disabled people. Rather than addressing the crisis of the 36 million people who live in poverty and
the 45 million with no health insurance in this country, the people impacted by this budget will join their ranks.
Combine this with the administration's problematic policies of deficit spending and revenue reduction and you can
almost hear Grover Norquist filling up his bathtub.

The tax deadline is nearly upon us. If thoughts of irresponsible welfare families plague you as you write your check
to the IRS, I suggest you redirect your dissatisfaction.

Like the family in the story above, the president's budget proposal illustrates how those in power finance their own
agendas with little apparent concern for those over whom they wield power.
This is not fiscal restraint. This is not belt-tightening. The 2006 federal budget is the moral equivalent of a publicfinanced drinking binge.
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Money Matters
Some
My

home

the rest

Neighborly Advice
state of

of

the

By Aaron Matson
M. Div. Junior

South Dakota has rarely been

world."

And,

at

least in

being "

accused of

eastern

cutting

edge"

or,

for

that matter, "

current with

South Dakota, ( the part of the state I am from) there seems to

inferiority complex to our immediate neighbor to the east, Minnesota. So, when I hear that
Minnesota is following South Dakota's lead on something, it catches my attention. What is this something? It's the
spread of gaming casinos, specifically in the Metro area.
be something

One

of

an

it, it's only three

But, take my word for it, once a state becomes
accustomed to and then reliant upon gaming takes, it becomes another victim addicted to gambling. It seems so great,
because it is basically a tax that most people don't realize they are paying. It is somebody else going to the casino and
losing their livelihood, and it's my taxes staying relatively stable this legislative session, so I' m happy. Unfortunately,
study after study, including studies conducted in good old South Dakota, have shown that the state loses far more in
social costs than it takes in; some studies have shown a state loses as much as $ 3 for every$ 1 it takes in.
might ask, "

Why

get so uptight about

casinos?"

i'

Another argument for these casinos is that they are run by Native Americans, and the tribes involved will improve
their situation

in life ( and,

by

the

way, become less

reliant on the state and

federal

governments).

This could be the

key to Native Americans finally getting out of that rut they've been in since, well, since we screwed them over for their
land. Unfortunately, it can also lead to disputes on how to spread the money, and who is really a member of the tribe.
Plus, the tribe becomes addicted to gambling in the same way the state does. Getting back to the social costs, who
gambles
anyway? Sure, there are the few high rollers and tour groups, but generally it is people in the lower income
ranges. Many Native Americans are in those income ranges.
This brings

back

Sin

have

and gambling is just another
form of sin tax. Taxing alcohol and cigarettes are a politically safe way to raise funds, for reasons I've mentioned
above, but it seems the government then becomes reliant on people smoking or drinking to put a budget together. In
the case of South Dakota, gambling revenues ( including the even worse phenomenon of video lottery) and sin taxes
are part of the general fund, paying for things like education and roads. So if people don't gamble, drink, or smoke
or

the

me

state

to the state end

doesn' t increase its

of

take

things.

from

taxes

these activities—

always made me

uneasy—

basic governmental tasks suffer.

Gambling might be an honorable way for people like the Corleones in The Godfather to make money, but I do not think
a state should be involved in a business that can easily destroy lives. I therefore urge the residents of Minnesota to
not fallinto the same trap as my home state. Nobody wins in gambling. Nobody.
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Life

at

Luther

More Than

d

Valentine' s Dance

By Ellie Roscher
M. A. Senior

No, this article will not contain any references to undergarments, nor will it call on the wisdom of any female pop duo
from the early 90' s. However, I implore you to read on, trusting that I do come with good news: contrary to popular
belief, you have a voice that will be heard at Luther Seminary! It turns out that there are numerous board members,
faculty,

and

staff

that

are

quite

concerned with

the

students'

experience

at

Luther.

And here enters the Student

Council. Serving on Student Council has taught me how valued the student voice is in this community. Consequently,
we are getting things accomplished to make our experience at Luther fuller.

This year the Academic sub- committee is addressing the following projects: pursuing revisions to precepts, working
to inform the READS project which will continue to evaluate how we assess courses, possibly having grades be the
default, and pushing for more faculty to student interaction, suggesting more comments and feedback throughout
the term. The Student Life sub- committee has set up intramural sports through Augsburg, and is currently setting

up an auction coming this spring. The Facilities sub- committee is responsible for installing more changing tables in
male and female bathrooms, more bike racks, a change machine for laundry and more picnic tables to come with the
melting of the snow.

The Student Council as a whole has sponsored coffee after chapel on the first Wednesday of every month with help

from a rotating co- sponsor. We are also reviewing and revising our constitution. Our working constitution is from
1994, thus it is imaginably outdated. We hope to vote on the revised version this spring, so that next year's council
can benefit from a broader picture of the student body.

Please know that the Student Council has a genuine desire to serve the student body and empower you to have a clear
voice in the community. We are called to challenge Luther Seminary in its continual transformation. Although we
decided against wearing bright orange arm bands to signify ourselves more visibly on campus, we hope that you will
approach your representatives with concerns and/ or suggestions at any time, regardless of their intimidating good

looks. There will also be class meetings in the spring as a forum for communication. And consider running as your
class representative next year. The Student Council could use someone like you! It is fun to complain, but it is often

more fun to be heard and have the chance to make our community stronger.
Your 2004-2005 Student Council
MDiv Middlers

MDiv Junors

MA Seniors

MDiv Seniors

Ellie Roscher

Justin Grimm

Megan Thorvilson

Jen Harsch

Paul Erdmann

Leland Armbright

Heather Spears

Kris Madsen

Tim Carnahan

Jason Bryan-Wegner

Derek Fossey

Karen Gutzman

MDiv Intern

Faculty Advisor

Allison Schmitt

Deb Grismer

Dean Lull

MA Juniors

Life

at

Luther
By Jessica Rivera

Inspiration
p

M.® iv. Senior

Holy Spirit, guide me"

Whispered on questioning lips as worn cover is opened to bookmarked, dog-eared, page.
Holy Spirit, guide me"

Uttered fervently as words, black and sometimes red, crowd white space
criss- crossed and smattered with blue-pen, yellow-highlighter musings.

Holy Spirit, guide me"
Screamed silently from wondering, wandering soul and word-plagued brain.
As phrases scream meanings not written in plain sight.

Holy Spirit, guide me"

Cried in frustration, tears splattering pages out of time; confessions of faithful clash with clanging gong of context
and commentary. Voice is silenced by the noise.
Holy Spirit, guide me"
Spoken into a quiet room where calming candle burns, as hand dances over blank page writing meaning.
And Holy smoke from tongues of flame lingers, along with the sense of being visited by a Ghost.

FIRST TIME TAKCENGCOMMUNION
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In continuing efforts to make chapef run as smoothly as possible, Lather
5eminaryr

sacristans reveal

the

new

time- efficient

communion plan.

Life

at

Luther
By Robert Godsall-Myers

Abbey, Academy, and Apostolate:
A Tricky Combination

M. Div. Junior

fie are now recognising that the historic strengths of the seminary asAbbey were transformed when the seminary became an Academy.
In

the

world

Tiede,

of many

of the 21 st century, the seminary must
Yet Untrodden," given Nov 3, 2000.

cultures and religions

speech entitled, "

Paths

as

again

be

into

changed

Apostolate." Pres. David

an

Although there has been an evolution in emphasis, I believe a seminary must remain an Abbey, an Academy, and an
Apostolate.

Future Church leaders need to nurture their relationship with Jesus Christ, both personally and collec-

tively. Furthermore, in this era of information, we need to know what is true, what is sound, and what is up for debate.
Lastly, if we are to fulfill our Scriptural commission (as well as survive as a Church) we must produce leaders capable
of leading in mission. Even if we agree that Luther should be all three of these, some tough questions remain.

What does it mean to be an Abbey when students often do not know each other's names?
What does it mean to be a theological Academy when the students do not come with formal theological backgrounds?

How can we be an Apostolate delivering a uniform education for such a diverse world?
In

ways,

many

steps

we

could

I
take

think
to

Luther
make

does

a

ourselves

great
a

job

better

at

all

Abbey,

three
a

However,

these.

of

better

Academy,

and

a

I

think

better

there

are

Apostolate.

Here are some concrete things I think Luther could do to make itself a better Abbey:
Spiritual Direction: Luther currently offers free group spiritual direction, and options for individuals also exist.
The purpose of spiritual direction is to help people discern what God is doing in their lives, and where God is
calling them. The group aspect of my direction has allowed me to have a sense of intimacy with some classmates
not possible in the larger classes. More students should take advantage of this free service.
Volunteer/ Service Days:
and

serve

others.

During First Week, we did a service project — a great way to bond with classmates
Perhaps having some sort of bulletin board or portion of LutherNet devoted to service

opportunities would be helpful.

Contemplative Evening Service: Many people, especially commuter students, take night classes. Perhaps this
would be a time when people could come together and collect themselves after working during the day.

Here are some concrete things I think Luther could do to make itself a better Academy:
Bible Proficiency class, not Bible Proficiency Exam: Too many of us come with a knowledge of the canon within
the canon ( Luke +
Paul), but a much weaker knowledge of the biblical narrative, especially the Old Testament. A
six- week class for the first semester, like the existing Genesis to Revelation, would enrich the discourse throughout
our Seminary career. It would also help everyone feel more confident that they were on the same page as everyone
else. Lastly, it would be a much more welcoming introduction to seminary than Greek!
Crash
the
class

course

basic
in

in

Greek

theological

Greek

to

for

MA's:

vocabulary

use

a

One

inherited

concordance

or

does
from
other

not

have

Greek.
bible

to

take

One
tools.

a

also

in

course

does

Giving

not

MA's

a

Greek
have
crash

to
to

know
take

course

a

in

Greek ( emphasis on vocab, possibilities of syntax, and textual problems) would allow more students and

professors to dialogue using the vocabulary of the theological academy.
Continued

on next page

Life

at

Luther

Continuedfrom previous page

Smaller classes: Luther classes are too large. More upsetting is not just the general size but the lack of
smaller classes within the basic MDiv core. The problem with larger classes is that they limit debate as well
as serious interaction between the students and the professors with their submitted written work. Having
at least one small class/ seminar as a junior would open things up for discussion as well as give students a
chance

to

work

on

their

writing

through

dialogue

with

discipleship
any
they love and give the students a small forum to write.
groups ( on

topic

the professor wants).

a

professor.

Perhaps this could be done with our

This would allow the professor to teach that course

Here are some concrete things I think Luther could do to make itself a better Apostolate:

Contemporary Worship: As a pastor for the next forty years, I will lead numerous types of services, often presiding at
different types of services on the same day. Chapel here rarely pushes the envelop. I think we need to be willing to be
wrong" in Chapelif we are goingto prepare ourselves for congregations. The Seminary should be a placewherewe are
on the cutting edge of worship. At least one day, if not two, a week should be set aside to try new things.
Evangelism project: I think that each MDiv, and certain MA's, should be required to do an Evangelism project.

Perhaps this could be tacked on to a necessary class or made part of the con-ed program. Regardless, I think that
we should practice evangelizing before we enter the pulpit.
Mission tracking: I think that each MDiv, and certain MA's, ought to be assigned to a mission start congregation.
The responsibility of that MDiv would be to pray for that mission start and maybe once or twice during the time
at seminary, to visit that congregation. He or she would receive any newsletters from that congregation. This
would neither cost much nor take much time, but it would expose us to the world of mission development.

These suggestions represent both dynamic and simple alternatives. I recognize that everyone has ideas to improve

Luther. However, I think evaluating ourselves in terms of being an Academy, an Abbey, and an Apostolate is a good
way to assess ourselves and to guide brainstorming on improving our education.

a

f.
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Life

at

Themes
Does God

ever

Luther
By Amy Lindquist

of Life

seem

to put

M. A. Senior
a

into

theme

your

life?

For a week or a month or a year does something come up

repeatedly, from different sources, that didn' t before? This has been the case for me since... well, since I started Dr.
Maeker' s cross- cultural seminar this fall. It started there, but it did not stop there. The theme is
big— it has to do

with justice, racism, power, and politics. Previously, all of these words had limited connotations in my brain. But this
year, with the help of the curriculum and Dr. M, the Holy Spirit has begun a series on justice. The first installment
was reading " Dismantling Racism" for class. The examples of systemic racism and white privilege were persuasive,
though a new idea to me. Sadly, white privilege and racism were just not on my radar yet. But now, the issue has come
into focus.

Second

Holy Spirit installment: my J- term class about faith- based community organizing. Here I learned a new
language around power: self-interest, one- to- one, aggravation, cutting a deal, organizing people and money. What is
it

It's about acting together to live out kingdom realities. It's about raising money and support to clean up
polluted parts of town so new industry and new jobs can come in, allowing parents to provide for their families. It's
about shutting down drug houses so the neighbors don't have to live in fear. It's about working together to secure
all about?

civil rights for immigrants. At this point, the following theme was painted in my mind: two oxen wearing a yoke and
pulling together. The oxen are powerful, and they are made to work together, pulling straight and strong. Their names
are Evangelism and justice. It's not fully faithful to have one and not the other.

Now comes installment three. I somehow signed up for a women's leadership training for public action, and along
image: "

lions

her

This is the meaning of the Zulu word
the name of the conference. God gives us power (a word many are shy to claim) to act in the public realm.
I was honored to listen to a variety of women share defining moments in their lives, lovely and horrible. The leaders
challenged us to act publicly, powerfully and together to address the injustices that are an affront to our core identity
came another

she who walks with

and carries

own

things."

ntosake,"

as beloved ones of God.

Fourth Holy Spirit installment on the theme: books about Mexican history. (Did you know that over half of the
present US used to be Mexico?) I cried
silently at the movie " Hotel Rwanda." I wrote letters to my government
representatives about the genocide in Sudan.
I researched and prayed about how I can live faithfully as an Anglo
person among people of other ethnicities, and about how to live out my faith in the public arena.
So, that is a theme God has put in my life lately. How about you?
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Senior Soapbox
M.Div. Senior is

Being an

y oa"' ei R" e"
M. Div. Senior

Surprisingly Awful

Well, actually, that's not true at all. It's pretty awesome. The reason for this is fairly straightforward: your professors
stop paying attention to you.

Oh, sure, they cared when you were a weak-kneed junior at your orientation sessions, begging for your " call story"
during those tender discipleship meetings— all the while testing out their personal theology on your pliable mind.
Once junior

year

started

drive home," " beat

you

rolling, however, they worked hard to " articulate"
senseless with") their brand of Lutheranism.'

( also

known

as "

explain passionately,"

Separating the" wheat from the chaff" occurred( or will occur/ is occurring) during the threshing floor of your second
year. You are tested by your professors. They are ( hopefully) tested by you, and soon everyone starts to form up in
opposing camps. As middler year progresses most professors realize the opportunity to seize your soul has passed.
They begin to cut their losses. Even those who receive undying adoration from students during junior year and 1"
semester of middler year find the affair is beginning to grow stale by internship assignment.
By the time you leave for internship you are becoming increasingly invisible to most professors and theologically nonexistent to those you' ve disagreed with. But
why, in the final assessment, does such invisibility matter at all? At this
point you've figured out you don' t want to acknowledge their theological existence, either.

During internship you are gone, gone, gone. You should have stayed there, because upon your return to seminary,
professors greet you more with nervous shock than genuine welcome. It's almost as if you' ve ruined the first goodbye

by returning, forcing an uncomfortable, drawn out ending to what should have been a spirited two-year romp. Their
eyes seem to
say, " We had two good years— can' t you just let it go?" In addition, they've forgotten your name.
Therefore, it ends up being easier for everyone if professors simply pretend you're not there.
There is, unfortunately, one more group of professors who are not quite finished with you. As we students know,
this seminary's comic relief is largely provided by our ecumenical professors ( conversely known as " the paid heretics
among us," depending on your" confessional stance") who spend much of their class time making fun of Lutherans.
However, when you no longer laugh good- naturedly at the same old Luther and Staupitz joke, you' ll find you're off
their radar screen, too. You're finally free.

I' m glad to be a senior and therefore almost completely ignored by my professors. Yes, I miss the academic drama in
some ways,

but,

you

know... I' m tired.

After my junior year of sledge hammer confessionalism and early church/ reformation history (I.e. Law: Bad! Gospel:
Good! Law: Bad! Gospel: Good! Etc.,
tormented night after night by the law of grace, barely a follower of Jesus,
etc.),

I

was nevertheless

hopeful/

naive enough to

stagger

back for

more.

Imagine the surprise during my middler year

confessions class when our professors quietly admitted how" some people hear the law as gospel and others hear the
law" After that I pretty much gave up on what was quickly becoming a dual degree in Lutheran theology

gospel as

and amateur

psychology.

Senior Soapbox
But

this

is

all

water

under

the

bridge.

I' m

past

it,

now— can' t you

tell?

You will be too, dear seniors- to-be, and

probably in much the same way if only in an inverted sense, depending on your theological/ political orientation.
Regardless, you' ll have something to remember forever.

Other than that, I may have meant to continue the article's initial argument about why being an MDiv senior is so
great. Yes, I remember now: It's because your professors couldn' t care less about you.

By way of departure I offer another reason why this is particularly advantageous— it allows you more time and
energy to totally freak out about regional and synodical placement. Of course, I really wouldn't know how this
feels, because I' m " in the next round," as we say in senior-land. You see? The fun never ends.
Rock on,

Daniel Ruen

The conservative professors were great because you were so angry with them you read the assignments ferociously, learned
a ton, and then got rudely talked over and/ or ridiculed during your precept. This caused more anger and, consequently, more
learning. The liberal professors were great because they generally assigned little to no work. Add in the bonus of professors
talking about one another in derisive terms during their lectures and, boom! Everybody's happy. Perhaps through the grace of
this dynamic arrangement you' ll come out somewhat theologically balanced by your senior year. That, or you' ll happily swing
wide to an extreme theological position. (In my case, this option worked quite well.) Or, even more dramatically: you' ll leave
the seminary. You can then join a local synod approval committee and warn away other potential candidates for ministry. I

don't know There's something redemptive going on around here.

Being

an

Div.
®
Senior is

Surprisingly Awesome

BY Justin Grimm
MDiv. Senior

Well, actually, that's not true at all. It's pretty awful. The reason for this is fairly straightforward: your professors (and
everyone else) stop paying attention to you.

Sure, some (like my friend Edward D. Ruen) may suggest this is a good thing. They might suggest that it really is nice
to not have to worry anymore about being asked to share your" call story" or wear protective clothing to guard against
theological arrows. Perhaps some pretend to enjoy the isolation of being a senior with everyone watching to see how
you might react to an assignment to some desolate area to which you had no intention of going. However, I would
suggest this is absolutely a tragedy.
I

hello!) very soon we will be leading
we come back from that
journey of

mean c' mon, we are seniors and (

could remember our

names when

a church near you.

It would be nice if you

internship! And those " call story" requests

at least make me feel like someone cares about me a bit. I realize that we need to be independent, and as E.D. Ruen

suggests, we really don't care at this point how others think theologically. Yet, I think the value of listening to other's
theology and learning how to actively agree or disagree would serve us well in our future ministry. Yet the problem
of invisibility seems to persist.

Continued on next page
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Senior Soapbox
Continuedfrom previous page

I

perhaps designating one day a week
as " Senior Day" when faculty and underclassmen alike must pay homage to the worthy seniors. Seniors have waded
their way through an awful lot. Maybe a special day when seniors get to eat for free in the cafeteria would be a step in
would propose

that

seniors receive an elite status upon

their return to

campus—

the right direction. Friends, I declare that seniors need to be recognized so that people such as E.D. Ruen don't feel

blessing to be forgotten. If he is correct, then all of the bitterness that I hear spewing from the mouths
of seniors shall fall on deaf ears. If nothing else, the underclassmen need to learn from us how to be bitter. Please
listen to the bitterness of your upperclassmen and perhaps you will learn a thing or two.
that

it is

So how

a

can,

being

been beaten down

ignored,

by

the

as

E.D. Ruen

system

be

suggests,

to the point

of

a

blessing?

It simply

giving in to exactly

what "

cannot

be

the

those people"

case.

Obviously, he has

desire.

Sure, he sounds

smart now as he toots his horn about how great it is to be forgotten, but in due time he will no longer be motivated

even to toot that. If he and others continue to be forgotten they will soon no longer be willing to feign excitement.
We are touching on just the tip of the iceberg here: if we don't stop this " ignoring" we will be sending out defeated,
their-mind, bitter graduates. And
don' t
that to happen, do
totruly
They might
speak-

unmotivated-

we

we?

want

return as professors!

Rocking on,
Justin Grimm
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Gullimon Cellar
The Concord is happy to provide wine reviews for
seminarians with a tight budget, but a capacious
for

hankering
be

will

a

full-bodied
per

under $

15

wine.

bottle.

All wines reviewed

We hope you enjoy, but

drink responsibly.
m

Louis Jadot 2003

Yet

another anonymous

group of students

review an unfamiliar wine.

their

review and

toast

on

Glady, they

met

a

FranccBEAWNUIACES

d. i

mention

unassuming.

Tasteful, but

AP: Not

"

This

wine

Quiet.

me."):

resembles

of

blackberry.

DL: I

you

really
It's

in

an

DL: M, why don't we move on. I' ll write it, and put AM' .
As she continues to type...) No, M. (Not heeding...)
Sternly) M. You need to stop typing. You're out of
control. I' ll take your wine away.

this?

DL (Defensive): It's French.

AP: Does
DL (With

for

that

justify

anything?
We should

much respect):

thank

Louis Jadot

AP: Where did we leave off?

MT: You were starting to feel warm.

that.

AP: It' s very
DL: This is

Sighs.)

smooth.
an

exceptional wine.

I think it' s going to

make education go so much smoother

AP: So

DL: I

is

this

DL: That's

AP: It' s

what

right—

Christian

education

smoothing it
It could be

not robust.

think

it's

this

is

AP: Praise Jesus.

dessert

a multi-purpose Wine...

DL (Smirking): You know, as I
Matt Skinner told

Pouring a little more)
of the afternoon.

all out.
a

(

DL: It's a little risky to do the wine review in the middle

evening.
all about?

AN:

wine.

kind

of

like

the

Swiss army knife of wines.
AP: And for under$ 10.

that

he may be... that his exegesis is

alright...(

A little silence.)

blackberry
unassuming blackberry.

think there' s

think so.

wherever

his life is

and his collection of periwinkle ties.

MT: I put blackberries in my smoothie this morning.
AN: Do you ever put Beaujolais in your smoothie?

AP: Do

and

DL: OK. Wherever he may be... I just lost my thought.
OK, I got it... to tight exegesis and success for his thesis,

dry

DL: Definite hints

In fact, I' d like to offer a toast to

A little silence.)

unpretentious.

too

again.

Trailing off)
DL: All I can think of is dirty French toasts.
tight,

echo):

AN (Thinking,

him

Matt Skinner,

Unassuming.
Unassuming.

echo):

AU

He reprimanded me so much that I wanted to

DL:

AP ( Second

I4

10. 00

time.

AN:

DL (First

Can we go at least one wine review without

mentioning the day- i-ty?
DL: Day-i-ty? I've always pronounced it dee- i-ty.
A little more silence.)

taste this,

me never

I' m

to mention

reminded

him in

a

DL ( Finally

finding

his

toast):

M, I have it. Are you

ready?

wine review again.

AP: I

'

completed

DL (Starting off): Urnrnrmli...

Very

i

Beaujolais Villages

to

A toast to Matthew Skinner,

from Skinner today.
feel honored?

got an e- mail

DL: Did

you

Who loves smoked salmon soup for dinner,

AP ( Blushing): I' m starting to feel warm.
AN: (Smacking his lips, but unwilling to comment)

That he may teach well with exegesis that's swell,
And a Reformer's hot heart for the sinner.
DL: Cheers!
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An Advice Column Ministry of the
Luther Seminary Grounds Crew

rt I1C.

After manyyears as apart of this community, the Grounds Crean of Luther Seminary believes it is time to
startgiving a little more. In addition to our knees, backs, and arthriticjoints, we would like to offer ourfellow
Fulhamites some of the hard-earned collective wisdom ave' ve acquired during our tenure.
f
t
So please, send usyour questionspour outyour hearts. The Grounds Crean is
listening.

1

email us at: concord@luthersem. edu)

Dear FtGU, Could one effectively baptize using
water that has sat in a Nalgene bottle for 12
months?

Sacramental in Sandgren
Dear Sacramental,
Let' s face it; you
counselor

need to

behind

leave

and retire

micro- organisms and all).
colored water

would think

bottles

we were

the

the

With

inner camp

Dear FtGU,

Nalgene ( year- old
all

those

Until recently, I served a local congregation
as Director of Youth and Family Ministry.

foofoo-

everyone carries around you

in

the middle

of

This past Advent season the senior pastor

the Sahara.

expressed concern over the mistletoe

Here' s

tip for

a

try using
lengths

drinking

a

to

all you

ensure

Nalgene

totin'

fountain. After

they

hippy- freaks:

all, we go

hanging above my office door. How do I
help my future congregations to realize that
this is just a fun holiday tradition that builds
community and helps me connect with the

to great

are clean and well maintained.

That being said, everyone knows it is not the
water

that

is important, but

rather

it is God's Word

youth?
with

the

water.

For

the

love

of

God, don' t they

teach

Between calls in Crystal.

anything at this place? While I would prefer
a good dunkin' in the river, we all know the water

you

source

doesn' t

matter.

Listen Jacko

Therefore, friend, baptize

Clearly this is wrong on far too many levels

away.

for us to consider. While we on the Grounds

Crew have an inordinately high tolerance for
creepiness, you have even given us the willies.
Please don't write again.

Dear FtGU, How late is too late to show

up for an 8: 00 am class?

Bleary in Bockman
Dear Bleary,
Since this is not a one- size- fits-all question, please refer to the following formula:

Acceptable Minutes Late =

xn( b2)

Where:
X =
n =

Your number of completed years of seminary
Your Score on the Bible Proficiency Exam( BPE)

b = The number of beers you consumed the previous night
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Everything
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and,
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